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Recent publications (last 3 years):

Books and Monographs:


Huang, Quanfeng. 2009. 中国音乐导赏 (Zhongguo Yin Yue Dao Shang). [Listening to Chinese music]. Hong Kong: Shang wu yin shu guan. ISBN: 9789620755569. (Book/3 CDs)


Ok [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] Oki, Yasushi, and Paolo Santangelo. 2011. Shan’ge, the Mountain Songs: Love Songs in Ming China Emotions and States of Mind in East Asia, V. 2. Leiden: Brill. ISBN: 9789004189003.


**Book chapters:**


**Journal articles:**


**Book reviews:**


Older publications (3+ years):

**Books:**


**Book chapters:**


**Journal articles:**


**Dissertations/theses:**
Li, Shao'en. 2002. "当代理香港粤曲撰曲者及作品研究" (Dang Dai Xianggang Yue Qu Zhuan Qu Zhe Ji Zuo Pin Yan Jiu) [Study of contemporary Cantonese operatic song scriptwriters and their compositions in Hong Kong]. M.A. Thesis. Chinese University of Hong Kong.

Recordings

Du, Huan, Hongzeng Rong, and Ruiqing Wu. 2008. 飘泊香江五十年地水南音: 全本《失明人格唤忆往》 (Piao Bo Xiangjiang Wu Shi Nian Di Shui Nan Yin: Quan Ben "Shi Ming Ren Du Huan Yi Wang"). [Blind Dou Wun remembers his past: 50 years of singing naamyam in Hong Kong]. Hong Kong: Xianggang Zhong wen da xue yin yue xi Zhongguo yin yue zi liao guan. (6 CDs)

Du, Huan, and Siu-Wah Yu. 2007. 诉衷情 杜焕瞽师地水南音精选 (Su Zhong Qing Du Huan Gu Shi Di Shui Nan Yin Jing Xuan). [Naamyam songs of love and longing]. Xianggang Zhong wen da xue yin yue xi zhong guo yin yue zi liao guan, Hong Kong. (1 CD)